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The Muslim holiday of Eid al-Adha runs through Friday. Curious about how different religions mark holidays like this and why? Here's your guide.
Your guide to Eid al-Adha and other major Islamic, Jewish and Christian holidays
A fierce cold snap is bearing down on homeless people in Brazil, and authorities, activists and religious leaders are doing what they can to limit suffering on the streets. Temperatures in some areas ...
Brazil scrambles to shield homeless people from biting cold
A new and rapidly growing Christian movement is openly political, wants a nation under God’s authority, and is central to Donald Trump’s GOP ...
An American Kingdom
Mukoma Solo as I fondly call him was a man of valour, valliant soldier of Christ, symbol of unity, pillar, in all virtues, embodiment of love. Little did I ...
Tribute to Solomon Bundo the great man of God
With 26 cantons and four languages, it's no surprise Swiss National Day is celebrated in a variety of ways. Here's your guide to some of the more traditional celebrations.
Why Switzerland celebrates its National Day with bonfires and brunch
Screens dominate our lives, and we’re looking at them more and more. Between the screens on phones, TVs, computers, and even fridges, you probably rely on looking at a screen for many aspects of your ...
Display types explained: OLED, LCD, QLED, and more
It is still hard to believe that the cold hands of death has snatched Solomon Bundo from us when he was still most needed. Death where is your stings? Thank God for short life spent, but well ...
Solomon Bundo Dies
The Five People You Meet in Heaven is about Eddie, an amusement park maintenance guy who dies and goes to heaven. This NY Times best seller is brought to life by an award-winning cast, including Jon ...
the five people you meet in heaven cast
David Rockwell has designed sets for an outdoor theatre series in New York, where plays based on the seven deadly sins are performed in empty shop windows.
David Rockwell displays the seven deadly sins in shop windows
When you faintly smell tobacco and see the glow of embers near a giant tree, or feel the eyes of a large hairy beast upon you in the Philippine jungles, it might just be the Kapre. More bothersome ...
Racism in the Philippine Kapre Myth
Voiceover: This is a Historic England podcast sponsored by Ecclesiastical Insurance Group. Suzannah Lipscomb: Welcome to Irreplaceable, a History of England in 100 Places. I'm you ...
100 Places Podcast #21: A Bronze Age Time Capsule and Haunting Seaside Abbeys
There truly is something for everyone to watch this weekend. The lineup of new movies and TV shows has everything from a silly family film to a musical theater parody to a teen dramedy. The streaming ...
11 new movies and shows to watch this weekend on Netflix, HBO Max, Disney Plus and more
Then, during the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing, the number of out athletes jumped to 15. London’s 2012 Olympics saw the number increase to 23. The 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro saw the ...
Opinion | Representation matters: The gayest Olympics yet
The simple answer to the question “Does the Mayor get the blame for the violence epidemic?” is NO! This is not something that can be laid at any one person’s feet. The epidemic of gun violence is ...
Opinion | Blame Mayor Bowser for violence epidemic?
Right in the heart of south Mumbai is a freshwater pond that is iconic to the history of this city. We are talking about Banganga in Walkeshwar, which is not only a tourist attraction but also holds ...
FPJ Anniversary: Nine iconic landmarks of Mumbai
: Jeff Bezos, the world's richest man, went to space and back Tuesday morning on an 11-minute, supersonic joy ride aboard the rocket and capsule system developed by his space company, Blue Origin.
UPDATE: Jeff Bezos and crew just went to space, and back
With both teams in prolific form despite missing some big players, Goal expects plenty of goals between USA and Canada in the CONCACAF Gold Cup ...
USA vs Canada Betting Tips: Latest odds, team news, preview and predictions
In The News is a roundup of stories from The Canadian Press designed to kickstart your day. Here is what's on the radar of our editors for the morning of July 26... What we are watching on the world ...
Canada goes for Gold and First Indigenous GG Gets Sworn In: In The News for July 26
Football is coming, and our first 4-Round 2022 NFL Mock Draft will have you ready for the start of the new college football season!
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